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· n the context of ACREX-'97, The Innovative ACF/ is happy to carry the excerpts 'tram an interview with R.P. r::_aranjpey,
_
who ,s not only a member of the organising committee of ACREX-'97 but also on the Hon
. .. Editorial Board 'of this
journal. Paranjpey who has recently taken over as the Chief Ex�cutive of Valtas AIG P�. Ltd. at Pune, is a veteran ACR
professional. Pranjpey has a Master's Degree' in Refrigeration from /IT Mumbai an.d has . a vast experience close to
three decades. Earlier he has worked with Carrier· Transicold as its Managing Director and with Kirloskar Pneumatfc
as Vice-President (Operations-ACR). An active member of several professional ti.odies like ASHRAE, · International
Institute of Refrigeration (Paris), {SHRAE and Institution oi. Engineers (Fellow), F:_aranjpey is also on- the ,Task Force,
Committee. formed by the Govt. of India for Ozone Depleting su_bstancfls.. This interview reflects the emerging· trends
"·
in the ACR scene both at home and abroad.

On emerging trends in ACR

peak load. Use of scroll compressors
for
better energy efficiency is also
"Air Conditioning is no more just
imminent.
Building management
temperature control and cool comfort.
through
automation
is another area
It is much more. In the days to come,
dramatic
air conditioning will encompass where there will be·
developments.
The
entire
functions
heating, cooling, h u midifying,
dehumidifying, ensuring air velocity, like opening and closing of valves�
removing air odour and so on. Besides starting and stopping of compressors,
coofing the air, AC will also be monitoring variable air volumes,
· expected to clean the air, plus keep controlling temperatures in various
contamination at bay. Indoor air rooms, floors and buildings, activitating
quality will be monitored. The monitor fire alarms and the entire gamut of
building services will soon be done by
will be in-built in the air duct in central
computers f r o m one c entral
AC and beside a room or split AC."
management system."
"In the days to come, use of variable
"Yet another emerging trend is thermal
air volume systems will become the
storage to take advantage of lower
order of the day. This will also ensure
night tariffs. As we all know, AC
inflow of fresh air and optimise and
consumes 30% of the total power
conserve energy. During winter it will
consumption.
take advantage of the outside cool air..
As costs of electronics are dropping, In developed countries power is
there will be more and more automation costly. And its consumption is more
in this area. Variable speed controllers during day time. Which is why
will be used. This will result in better countries like the US have kept a
energy efficiency since the load on lower tariff for night which is 25% of
the compressor will be reduced as it the day tariff. In Los Angeles, for
will mostly be matching load and example, the day tariff is US $16 per
working on partial load rather than KW, whereas during night it is just $4
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per KW. Consumers take advantage
of this and generate i_ ce build-up or
cold hold tanks to be used for air
conditioning during day time. This
concept can work wonders in India
and reduce our electricity. bills
considerably, provided the Govt.
introduces a lower tariff for night, as
it has done for phone calls !"
Another exciting innovation is the
introduction of plate heat exchangers
for AC plants using ammonia. With
the restrictions on CFC usage,
ammonia will become more popular.
The new British standard allows the
use of ammonia upto 50 kg in AC
plants. With this quantity, it is
possible to run plants of upto 70/80 T
capacity. Ammonia has several
superior inherent qualities. Ammonia
used with plate heat exchangers will
entail minimum leakage and maximum
efficiency. Ammonia is being widely
used with plate heat exchangers in
UK and the US."

On benefits of globalisation
of our economy
"Earlier on Indian companies used to
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have just the technical know-how by
way of collaboration with companies
in advanced countries. By the time
they start production, the technology
would become obsolete. The overseas
collaborator used to have no interest
to part with the latest technology
since he was not getting any royalty
due to long gestation period.
But today the scene has changed.
Technology leaders from outside now
have equity participation in Indian
companies. Naturally they give the
latest technologies a_nd help in
achieving product excellence,
productivity and profits. The Indian
ACR industry is immensely benefited
this way. Anything latest happening
outside is also coming to India without
much time lag."

On reasons why foreigners
are interested in India

"What attracts the foreigners most is
perhaps our engineering capabilities.
We are very good at it. Our labour is
comparatively cheap, although our
productivity levels are low. They find it
advanta g e o u s t o s et up a
manufac;uring base so that they can
produce the end product where it is
consumed. Moreover, this country
offers a c o n d u c i v e political
atmosphere."

On transport air conditioning

"In transport air conditioning, there is
nothing much happening in India
today. This is because of the high
costs of air conditioning forming an
anomalous percentage of the total
product cost. It has to bear the brunt
of heavy taxation. To give an example

an AC unit imported at Rs. 2 lacs after
adding 50% import duty, 40% CVD,
10% handling & CIF cost, 13% sales
tax, and 3% octori, costs nearly 2.2
times the basic price which a bus is
unable to bear. This is the cascading
effect of taxes at different stages.
"On the other hand, our volumes are
very low. We shall be lucky if we get
an order for two or three buses at a
time. But in places like Singapore, a
single order for 200 or 300 AC buses
is nothing astonishing."

On self-reliance

"Today most of the end products are
manufactured in India. However, we
have to depend on imports for most of
the critical components. For instance,
centrifugal compressors are being
manufactured here. But the basic
impeller is imported. The same is the
case with screw compressors whose
screws are still coming from abroad."

units visible - like for instance the
window AC's or split. He looks for
products which are of 'fit and forget'
types. He wants AC's which are
whisper quiet and energy efficient.
Frankly, our AC's are still noisy,"
"Daikin and Sanyo have introduced
AC's with night set-back, 7-day
programmable timers, variable speed
compressor and variable speed fans.
The result is that they are highly
energy efficiency."
"Coming to cost effectiveness, we can
make our products economical only if
we come out of the net of heavy
taxation which has cascading effects
as mentioned earlier. One point
taxation to be shared by all the
government local bodies concerned
will reduce a lot of hassles and bring
enormous reliefs to both the
manufacturer and the end user."

On

bo t tlenecks· of

the

The same way, microprocessors chips, industry
refrigerant controls like electronic "One of the problems faced by the
expansion valves and solid-state industry is the multi-point taxation.
thermostats are still being imported.
The other is the procedural hindrances
The list of imported components also
and delays in getting clearances. In
includes solid-state HP/LP cutout and
countries like Singapore one can get
other sophisticated controls, special
such clearances and set up the
tubings for welded plate . heat
operations in 24 hours without
exchangers, plate heat exchangers,
exaggeration!." .
, ,
refrigeration quality copper, new
refrigerants (like HFC 134a) and POG/ ON CFC Phase out
POE oils, etc."
"As per the Montreal Protocol, we in
India are expected to phase out CFC
On quality, aesthetics and by the year 2010. Most of the
cost-effectiveness
countries have switched over to CFC
free
refrigerants like R-123 for
"The quality and looks of our products
retrofitting
centrifugal and R-134a for
have certainly improved over the
years. The consumer is quite a u t o m o b i l e s a n d d o m estic
concerned about the aesthetics of the refrigeration. Europe and China are
""'Innovative���
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propagating replacement of CFC's
with hydrocarbons. ·usA and Japan
are propagating HFC 134a whose
ozone depletion properties are said to
be low but global warming effect is
high. The controversies linger on."
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"In India, we are nowhere near in our
preparations to meet the deadline of
phase-out. No manufacturer has plans
to put up a plant in India, to make
134a. The reason is the economy of
scale (or lack of it). The plant has to
make use of its capacity of 1520,000T per annum to make it
commercially viable. lroniqally, India's
total requirement of this refrigerant is

.•·

only to a tune of 7-8,000T per year!I'
"Naturally we are slow in changing
over to CFC-free alternatives. This
can be accelerated only if pressure
comes from our global partners.
Looks like only industry-driven
approach may hasten early phase
out of CFC from our country."

On changes in design and
engineering· required when
CFC-free refrigerants are to
be used:

"Changeover to 134a for retrofitting
will require change of oils . Then one,
will have to readjust the expansion
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valves and· controls and adjust the
Else the motor . will . get
. �overload."
"Ru b b e r and other synthetic
components like gaskets, 'O' rings,
etc. also will have to be ch.an.ged. The
system leakproof has to be reliable.
The change would also call for trained
and qualified service personnel.
Overseas, . only certified service
technicians are allowed to retrofit or
operate and maintain 134a based
systems. They have to undergo
tn,!.ining and qualification tests before
getting certification by Govt. approved
agencies". 11J3iJ
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